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The Confederation Chronicles

Lesson 7
Reading, Reviewing, and Reflecting on Confederation

Synopsis

Students will summarize what they have learned from producing their newspapers by filling in an organizer presenting four key aspects of Canada’s Confederation.

Specific Expectations

Students will:
·	read student-generated newspapers about Confederation and fill in an organizer;
·	review and reflect on what they have learned about Canada’s Confederation.  

Preparation

1.	Make copies of the student newspapers so that all students can read them.

2.	Prepare copies of the organizer in Handout 7.1 for each student. 

3.	Prepare copies of Handout 7.2 (Personal Reflections Report), one per student. 

Time

65 to 75 minutes

Process

Introduction (5 minutes)

1.	Post and review the lesson agenda with your students:
·	Read newspapers and fill in organizers.
·	Review information about Confederation.
·	Reflect on newly gained knowledge about Confederation.

2.	Organize the class in their newspaper staff groups (see Lesson 3).

Body of Lesson (50 to 60 minutes)

1.	Hand out copies of the newspapers so that every student has one copy (give out a different newspaper to each member of the group) and distribute Handout 7.1.

2.	Have students read over the newspapers and fill in the organizers. This can be done cooperatively so that they get information from all the different newspapers.   

3.	Create a large replica of Handout 7.1 on the chalkboard and then call on the students to help fill it in. 

Conclusion (10 minutes)

1.	Ask the students what aspects of Confederation they found most interesting. Was there anything that surprised them?

2.	Distribute Handout 7.2 and have students fill it in.  

Assessment Opportunities

1.	Collect all copies of Handout 7.1 and assess them for completeness, thoroughness and accuracy.

2.	Collect all copies of Handout 7.2 and assess them for thoughtfulness and completeness.

Extensions

1.	As a class, create a radio broadcast about Confederation using the information from the newspapers.

2.	Organize a debate on the question, “Canada has the best system of government in the world.”

3.	Do a PMI (P = positive or plus, M = minus or negative and I = interesting or I wonder if), as a class or individually, about Canada’s Confederation. For example: P - we have survived over 125 years; M - a number of provinces have threatened to separate; I - I wonder whether Quebec would have a separatist movement today if the terms of Confederation had been different.


